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ABSTRACT
•
This document presents the results of an investigation
of a non-optical CSM IMU alignment for AAP, performed for
the Guidance and Control Division as a subtask of MSC/TRW
Task KM-205. The purpose of the study was to determine the
capability of performing an IMU coarse alignment non-optically
while the CSM/SWS cluster is holding solar inertial attitude
during an AAP mission. Two CSM IMU coarse alignment techniques
were analyzed in detail. In one technique, the CSM attitude
is determined by transforming ATM sensor data through succes-
sive structural interfaces. A nominal transformation is
assumed at each interface. In the other technique, the trans-
formation from sensor data to CSM IMU alignment is determined
by comparing an initial IMU alignment with an AN sensor
measurement. Subsequent coarse alignments are made by applying
this computed transformation. The accuracy of the second tech-
nique is generally sufficient to assure the use of auto optics
positioning on a given star, thus permitting a fine optical
IMU alignment. With the first coarse align technique, the star
image can be expected to lie in the sextant field-of-view
about 90 percent of the time.
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AAP Apollo Applications Program
ATM Apollo Telescope Mount
CDT Coupling Data Unit
CMC Command Module Computer
CMG Control Moment Gyro
CSM Command and Service Module
ECI Earth-centered inertial (basic frame of reference)
FOV field-of-view
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
IRIG Integrating Rate Inertial Gyro
LOS line-of-sight
NDA Multiple Docking Adapter
NR North American-Rockwell, Incorporated
RSS root sum square
SWS Solar Workshop or Saturn Workshop
TACS Thruster Attitude Control System (SWS)
PSI CMC Optical IMU Orientation Determination Progeaw.
P52 CMC Optical IMU Realignment Program
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1. INTRODUCTION
Based upon the results of hybrid 9'mulations performed using the RR
Fission Evaluator, it appears likely that at certain periods during an AAP
mission the flight crew will find it extremely difficult, if not impossible,
to perform a CSM IMU alignment using the IMU orientation determination
program (PSI). Basically, the condition occurs when thy. CSM/SWS cluster
is being held in a solar inertial attitude * and results from the tact that
the CSM optics are pointed in regions of the sR)uthern celestial hemisphere
where relatively few stars are present. The problem is further compounded,
in many instances, by earth occultation or by very limited periods of dark-
ness. Reference 1 presents a detailed discussion of the problem.
Although the cluster could be maneuvered so as to permit an IMU align-
ment, such a technique may be operationally undesirable. An alternative
exists, however, if the IMU can be coarse aligned, non-optically, while
the workshop maintains solar inertial attitude. Under these conditions,
the IMU realign program ( PS2) may be used to select a suitable star pair
and then position the optics so that the star image lies in or near the
sextant FOV. If the star image lies in 
'r
	
sextant FOV, the flight crew
can generally be expected to perform the IMU alignment without further dif-
ficulties. Should the star image fall outside the sextant FOV, the crew
may or may not be able to complete the optical IMU alignment (Reference 1).
The purpose of this study is to investigate possible non -optical ** IMU
alignment techrioues. and to estimate the relative accuracy of each candidate
technique.
The
 S Ssis in a solar inertial attitude when the SWS minus Z-axis is
directed toward the sun and the principal X-axis lies approximately in the
workshop orbital plane.
** The term "non-optical' as used throughout this report refers to the
non-usage of the CSM optics, and is not meant to exclude the. usage of any SWS
optical references, such as the star tracker.
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•Section 2 of this report presents the scope of the analysis. Section
3 presents a summary of results. Section 4 presents a discussion of the
analysis, including analysis approach, coarse alignment techniques, error
equations and error sources, and numerical results. The conclusions are
presented in Section S. and Section 6 recommends a set of related future
studies. The Appendix presents a development of those equations used in
the analysis of the coarse alignment techniques discussed in this report.
•
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2. SCOPE
This document presents the results to date of a study designed to
determine the capability for a non-optical IMU coarse alignment subject
to the following conditions:
• The SKIS is nominally in a solar inertial attitude under CMG control
and referenced to the acquisition sun sensors.
• The star tracker is available as an inertial reference about the
sun LOS vector.*
• The CSM is docked to the SWS at MDA Port No. 5. (Refer to Figure
2-2, Reference 2).
• A P51 optical IMU alignment is not possible (i.e,., star pattern
in the scanning telescope FOV is not discernable).
• Coarse alignments are not performed during periods when CMG
momentum dumps or other CSM/SWS attitude maneuvers occur.
,'The study has generally been concerned with exnressinn coarse align-
ment uncertainties in terms of angular errors about the CSM navigation base
coordinates rather than stable member coordinates. This represents a*gen°-
eral approach to defining the coarse align errore since virtually any stable
member orientation (hence, any IMU misalignment configuration) can be ob- "
tained through the proper selection of inertial girnbal angles. In order to
establish a criterion to permit evaluation (from an accuracy standpoint)
of a coarse align technique, it was assumed that the coarse alignment was
performed as a prerequisite to an optical XMU realignment (P52). As such,
the study was concerned with whether or not the star image is likely to lie
in the sextant FOV following auto-optics Positioning of the sextant.
The numerical results presented in this report are based upon a root-
sum-square approach. This approach was selected in lieu of a Monte Carlo
This s u y essentially assumes that the star tracker is available any
time a coarse alignment is required. It is nossible that the star tracker
may be inoperative during certain of these periods (due to earth occultation
of the three reference stars Canopus, Rchernar, and Alpha Crux). Studies are
-Tanned to determine the TMU coarse alignment capability should the star
tracker not be available as an attitude reference about the sun LOS.
2-1
analysis since it was possible to develop for each coarse alignment tech-
nique an analytical expression which revealed that the angular misalignment
about each navigation base axis resulted from uncorreiated error sources.*
The numerical results of a study of this type are basically dependent
upon the estimates of the various error sources considered. Section 4.3
presents a summary of the errors considered, their numerical estimates,
and the references from which the estimates were extracted. Certain ad-
ditional data not documented in Reference 3, but generated as a result of
the study referenced by that document, was provided by J. L. Anthony of
Martin-Marietta (responsible for the preparation of-References 3 and 4).
One limitation of this study is that the analysis presented in Ref-
erence 3 was based upon an assumed "typical ATM deployment mechanism
engineering design." Since this study accepts the ATM-to-MDA structural
interface toleranze build-up errors generated for Reference 3, the assump-
tion is inherent in this analysis also. This should not discredit the
analysis, however, since the data appears to reflect the most reasonable
estimate of the ATM deployment errors at the present time.
0
•
analytical expressions were derived assuming small angle approxi.ma-
tions for trigonometric functions (i.e., sin a=o and cos o=1). As such,
the analysis neglects second-order cross-coupling effects (in the order
of 1-5 arc -sec) which are not revelent to the study.
2-2
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3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results of this study indicate that a CSM IMU coarse alignment
can be performed satisfactorily subject to the following constraints:
• The CSM/SWS solar inertial attitude is referenced to the acqui-
sition sun sensors.
• The star tracker provides an inertial reference about the sun LOS.
Several coarse alignment schemes were considered during the initial
stages of this study. All but two of the candidate techniques were dis-
carded, however. For convenience, these two coarse alignment techniques
have been arbitrarily identified as "Technique A ll and "Technique B."
Table 3-1 presents the step by step procedures for each coarse alignment
technique. The procedures for Techniques A and B are identical during the
actual coarse alignment. That is, the flight rew will position the inertial
gimbal angles to a pre-determined set at a specified time.* The techniques
differ only in the approach used to predict the transformation from solar
inertial to CSM navigation base coordinates, a necessary transformation
in the computation of the required coarse align CDU angles.
In Technique A the transformation from solar inertial to CSM navigation
base is determined by transforming ATM sensor data (which defines the solar
inertial attitude) through successive structural interfaces. A nominal
transformation is assumed at each interface.
in Technique B the transformation from solar inertial to CSM navigation
base is determined by comparing an initial IMU alignment with an ATM sensor
measurement. Subsequent coarse alignments are accomplished by applying
this computed transformation. Table 3-2 presents a comparison of Techniques
A and B.
In order to compute the transformation from solar inertial to navigation
base coordinates, Technique B requires that an inertial gimbal angle (CDU)
The prose ire is similar to present Apollo LM/CSM docked coarse align-
ments.
r
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rTable 3-1. STEP BY STEP COARSE ALIGNMENT PROCEDURES FOR TECHNIQUES A AND B
TECH NIQ E A:
e Hard dock
i Read CSM docking roll angle relative to MDA pointer
e Enter roll angle into computer (ground or onboard)
e Compute transformation matrix, solar inertial to CSM navigation
base, and store for future computations
e When required, perform "coarse alignment" below
TECHNIQUE 8:
e Hard dock
e Read star tracker optical encoder angles and inertial CDU angles
while in solar inertial attitude (referenced to the acquisition
sun sensors) and while the CSM IMU orientation is known.
e Enter following data into computer (ground or onboard):
a) Identification number code of reference star
b) Measured star ti ker encoder angles
c) Measured inertial CDU angles
d) CMC stored REFSMMAT
e Compute transformation matrix, ECI to solar inertial, using stored
ephemeris data and measured star tracker encoder data
e Compute transformation matrix, CSM stable member (IMU coordinates)
to CSM navigation base, using measured inertial gimbal angle data
s Compute transformation matrix, solar inertial to CSM navigation
base, using input REFSMMAT and above computed matrices; store matrix
for future computations
e When required, perform "coarse alignment" below
COARSE ALIGNMENT (Applicable to both Techniques A and B)
e Read star tracker optical_ encoder angles
e Enter following data into computer (ground or onboard):
a) Identification number code of reference star
b) Measured star tracker encoder angles
c) Desired REFSMMAT following the coarse alignment
f•
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Table 3-1 (Continued)
0 Compute transformation matrix, ECI to solar inertial, for nominal
coarse alignment time using stored ephemeris data and measured
star tracker encoder data
• Compute transformation matrix, CSM stable member to navigation base,
using input REFSfAT, stored transformation from solar inertial
to navigation base (either Technique A or Technique g ), and above
computed matrix
e Compute desired coarse align inertial CDU angles using computed trans-
formation matrix, CSM stable member to navigation base
e Transmit computed desired coarse align inertial CDU angles
to flight crew
•	 7.
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measurement NOUN) be made at some time prior to the coarse alignment.
The measurement must be made when the CSM/SWS cluster is in a solar inertial
attitude (referenced to the acquisition sun sensors and the star tracker)
and the CSM stable member orientation is well known (normally within one
or two hours following an optical IMU alignment). This set of constraints
may not always be easily attained, and thus represents a limitation of Tech-
nique B. The COU angle measurement is required only once each AAP mission,
however.
If during the first few days of an AAP mission the star tracker is
operational and PSI optical IMU orientation determinations are readily
attainable while maintaining solar inertial attitude (the factors are pre-
dictable for any given launch date, no problems are anticipated as a re-
sult of implementing Technique B. On the other hand, if the launch date
is such that PSI optical alignment difficulties are anticipated, a known
CSM inertial orientation must be maintained via periodic P52 optical IMU
realignments (every 6 to 15 hours depending upon how well the gyros are biased)
until the star tracker becomes available as a reference about the sun LOS.
Such requirements could impact crew activities and electrical power consum-
ables.
Depending upon the coarse alignment technique employed, the star image
may or may not lie in the sextant FOV following auto-optics positioning
of the sextant. It is not possible to predict at this time whether or not
an optical IMU alignment can be performed successfully should the star image
fall outside the sextant FOV. As a result, no absolute criteria are avail-
able by which to judge the relative merits of each coarse align technique.
If, however, it is determined that an optical IMU alignment cannot be per-
"2
formed readily when the star image lies outside the sextant FOV (assume
the star image to be within two or three degrees of the sextant LOS), then
 Y
the probabilities of the star image appearance in the FOV (Refer to Table 3-2)
indicate that only Technique B can be considered satisfactory.
3-5
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4. DISCUSSION
4.1 Analysis Agpr_o_ac_h_
When an IMU coarse alignment is required, the ground (or onboard com-
puter) will compute and transmit to the flight crew a set of desired (com-
manded) inertial gimbal angles * These desired coarse align CDU angles are
extracted from the transformation matrix [SMNB]ca, which is defined below.
Any coarse alignment technique which assumes that the CSM/SIBS cluster is
nominally in a solar inertial attitude must ultimately result in the com-
putation of the matrix [SMNB]ca either as follows or in an equivalent
formulation:
[SMNB]ca a [SI/NB]est[REF/SI]ca[REFSMMAT]Tdes
where each matrix is defined as below.
[SMNB]ca : Computed transformation from CSM stable member (IMU)
to CSM navigation base coordinates at the nominal
time.
[SI/NB]est : Estimated transformation from theoretical solar iner-
tial attitude to navigation base coordinates at coarse
align.
[REF/SI]ca : Computed transformation from reference inertial (ECI)
to theoretical solar inertial coordinates at coarse
align; the matrix is computed using ephemeris  data
(knowledge of the geometry of the sun and eartn pir-
mits computation of the sun LOS vector) and star
tracker data (defines an inertial reference about
tTie sun LOS vector) .
[REFSMMAT des' Desired transformation from reference inertial to. 
stable member coordinates; the desired REFSMMAT rep-
resents an arbitrarily imposed boundary condition
(e.g., a desired entry REFSMMAT).
If one examines the above equation, it is possible to generally iso-
late those factors which contribute to errors in the coarse alignment:
• The inertial gimbal angle can be positioned only to within about
40 arc-sec (the quantization level of the CDU's) of the desired
value. This represents a minor coarse alignment error. (An
An al
	 ate approach is to align the inertial gimbal angles to some
arbitrary set (for example, 0,0,0) and compute the corresponding REFSMMAT.
The computed REFSMMAT will then be transmitted to the CMC.
4-1
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Poptical IMU alignment is ultimately limited by the quantization
level of the CDU's.)
• Because the earth revolves about the sun, the solar inertial at-
titude and CSM navigation base are changing with respect to iner-
tial space. Therefore, in theory the computed coarse align angles
are valid only at a specified time. In practice, the theoretical
coarse align angles change only by 25 arc-sec over a ten-minute
period. Since it is anticipated the coarse alignment will require
no more than five to ten minutes, this condition represents a negli-
gible source of error.
• From a coarse alignment viewpoint, the desired REFSMMAT is assumed
to be perfect and, as such, contributes no alignment error.
• Computation of the transformation matrix [REF/SI] is inexact. The
exact solar inertial attitude varies with the position of the CSM/SWS
cluster in the workshop orbit. Thus, orbit position uncertainties
represent an error source. In practice, however, the resulting
coarse alignment errors are negligible. For example, if one assumes
the cluster always lies along the earth-sun LOS, the error at worst
is less than 6 arc-sec. By definition, star tracker and acquisi-
tion sun sensor errors are excluded as a potential error in the de-
termination of this matrix. (Such errors are associated with
CSI/NB]).
• The main source of coarse alignment errors, therefore, lies in the
determination of the transformation matrix [SI/NB]. This matrix
reflects the acquisition sun sensor and star tracker errors, struc-
tural interface tolerance build-up errors, and docking uncertainties,
all of which contribute to non-optical IMU coarse alignment uncer-
tainties. Certain techniques can be emplayed,however, that tend
to minimize uncertainties in the estimate of [SI/NB].
The quality of the estimate of the matrix-[SI/NB] essentially deter-
mines the accuracy of the coarse alignment technique. Thus, the study has
emphasized the necessity of identifying those error sources which degrade
the estimate of [SI/NB] at coarse alignment, plus determining the relationship
between these errors with regard to specific coarse align.techniques.
The transformation from solar inertial to navigation base coordinates
at any time is given by the following equation:
[SI/NB]t w [ATM DEP/NB] [SI/ATM DEP]t .
The matrix [SI/ATM DEP]t represents the transformation from theoretical
solar inertial to deployed ATM coordinates at time t; matrix [ATM DEP/NB]
represents the transformation from the deployed ATM to CSM navigation base
coordinates.
4-2
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Provided no docking angle slippage occurs, the matrix [ATM DEP/NB]
is constant as long as the CSM remains hard-docked to the workshop. Error
sources which affect this transformation include CSM docking errors
(docking angle uncertainties represent the largest group of errors affecting
the coarse alignment) and structural interface tolerance build-up errors
(acquisition sun sensor and star tracker mounting tolerances, ATM deploy-
ment, MDA fabrication including docking ring, CSM docking ring, and CSM axes
to navigation base fabrication tolerances).
The matrix [SI/ATM DEP]t represents the effect of those random errors
which cause the transformation from theoretical solar inertial to CSM navi-
^t9on_base to vary with time. Such errors include acquisition sun sensor/
CMG control-loop null instabilities, star tracker monitor-loop null in-
stabilities and encoder quantization uncertainties, structural bending
caused by time varying thermal gradients, and structural bending transients
resulting from crew motions, CMG torques, and waste dumps. It should be
emphasized that errors of this type will be present in any coarse align-
ment scheme based upon the principle that the SWS is nominally in a solar
inertial attitude.
The degree to which IMU coarse alignment errors may be minimized
depends, therefore, upon two factors:
• How well the solar inertial attitude of the CSM/SWS can be
maintained.
• How well the transformation matrix [ATM DEP/NB] can be estimated.
The first factor is largely controlled by the design characteristics of the
acquisition sun sensors and the star tracker. In order to minimize at-
titude transients, which degrade the ability to predict the workshop solar
inertial attitude at coarse alignment, IMU alignments should not be planned
during CMG momentum dumps and other attitude maneuvers. The second factor
depends to a great extent upon the specific coarse alignment technique
employed. Section 4.2 presents a discussion of the various coarse alignment
schemes analyzed.
Aft
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•	 4.2 Coarse Alignment Techniques
Several coarse alignment schemes were considered during the initial
phases of this study. Each technique was based upon the principle that
the CSM,/SWS cluster was nominally in a solar inertial attitude. The
techniques considered included both optical sightings on the SWS and non-
optical coarse alignments. The optical approach was not seriously con-
sidered since no satisfactory workshop target would be available with the
present indexing* mode and since such a technique places additional fabri-
cation requirements on the workshop (that is, a target would be required
and its relation to Port No. 5 would have to be precisely determined
during fabrication). The non-optical coarse alignments assumed the pos-
sibility o of referencing the workshop attitude to the strap-down, integrated-
rate gyro reference, the acquisition sun sensors alone (no star tracker
reference about the sun LOS), or the acquisition sun sensors and star tracker.
Both TACS and CMG attitude control were considered for each case. Of these
techniques, only coarse alignments based on the use of the acquisition
sun sensor and star tracker (with CMG's controlling attitude) appeared capable
ofproviding the accuracy necessary to complete a P52 optical IMU alignment.
Two coarse alignment schemes based on a solar inertial attitude
reference to the acquisition sun sensor and star tracker were analyzed
in detail during this study. For convenience, these schemes will be iden-
tified throughout the report as "Technique A" and "Technique B". Both
techniques require the software capability (either ground facilities or
onboard computer) to compute the coarse align angles based upon the compu-
tation of the matrix [SMNB]ca (Refer to Section 4.1). The two techniques
differ in the approach used to predict the matrix [SIINB]est•
Technique A represents the more easily mechanized coarse alignment
scheme. The coarse alignment accuracy is only about one eighth that of
n eex ng refers to the angular rotation of'the CSM about the longitu-
dinal axis with respect to the workshop. The indexing angle, presently
about 235 degrees, is measured as a counter clockwise rotation of the CSM
+t axis about the workshop +X axis, and is referenced to the workshop
-Y axis.
f.
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Technique B. however. The techrA que requires only that the flight crew
determine the actual docking angle since it may differ from the nominal
value by as much as ten degrees. In Technique A. the transformation
matrix [SI/NB]est is assumed to be:
0	 1	 0
[SI/NB]est °	 -cos e	 0	 -sin e
	
-sin o	 0	 cos e
The angle a represents the nominal indexing angle (235 degrees) corrected
by the measured docking angle difference. This technique does not compen-
sate for any coarse alignment error source except the ectual CSM docking
angle which can be determined only to within about 0.41 degree (lo RSS
uncertainty. Reference 5).
Technique B attempts to make use of the fact that the workshop and
®	 the CSM IMU each define a known inertial reference when the CSM/SWS cluster
maintains a solar inertial attitude and the IMU is reasonably well aligned.
The technique requires that a CDU angle measurement (V05N20) be made at
some time prior to the coarse alignment when the cluster is in a solar
inertial attitude (referenced to the acquisition sun sensor and star tracker)
and the C.SM stable member orientation is well known (normally within one
or two hours following an optical IMU alignment). The measured inertial
gimbal angles are then used to compute the transformation matrix [SI/NB]est
as indicated below.
[SI/NB]est s [SMNB] [REFSMMAT] [REF/tI]T
•	 where [SMNB] ° [Q3][Q2][Q1]•
	
cos CDUY	 0	 -sin CDUY
[Ql ] =	 0	 1	 0
	
sin CDUY
	
0	 cos CDUY
	
cos CDUZ	 sin CDUZ	 0
[Q2] °	 -sii CDUZ	 cos CDUZ	 0
0	 0	 1
PF
do
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1	 0	 0
[43] Q	 0	 cos CDUX	 sin CDUX
0	 -sin CDUX
	 cos CDUX
The matrix [REFSMMAT] used in the computations is simply the CMC stored
REFSMMAT. The matrix [REF/SI] is computed for the CDU angle mark time
(in the same manner as required to compute the coarse align angles). The
computed matrix [SI/NB]est is then stored in memory so that it may be
recalled at a later date to be used in the coarse align angle computations.
lhus. 'relatively little additional software capability over and above that
necessary to compute the coarse align angles is required to implement
Technique B.
Once a valid estimate has been obtained for matrix [SI/NB]est, it is
not mandatory to perform any additional CDU angle measurements throughout
the remainder of the AAP mission. It is a good practice, however, to per-
iodically recompute the miLrix (additional CDU measurement) following an
optical IMU alignment. This should help minimize the effects of slowly
varying sensor errors and docking angle slippage.
Technique B does not require the flight crew to measure the actual
docking angle at any time. The technique assumes, however, that no docking
angle slippage occurs from the time the CDU angle measurements are made
until the coarse aligrnatent is required. Thus, it is a good practice for
the flight crew to verify that no slippage has occurred. Actually, if
docking angle slippage should be detected, compensation could readily be
applied to the matrix [SI/NB]est-
If Technique B is to be used, the following conditions must be satisfied
simultaneously before a CDU angle measurement can be made:
• Solar inertial attitude must be referenced to the acquisition sun
sensors.
• The star tracker must be available as an inertial reference about
the sun LOS.
• The IMU must be reasonably well aligned ( P51 or P52 optical alignments)
4-6
.
••	 This set of conditions may not always be easily achieved (although with
care it can always be attained). Hence, this constraint represents a limi-
tation of the coarse alignment technique. It should be pointed out that in
many instances the AAP mission launch date may be such that no problem is
anticipated. On the other hand, the launch date may be such that P51 optical
alignment difficulties are anticipated from the outset of the mission (such
conditions are predictable for any given launch date). If so, a known CSM
inertial orientation must be maintained via periodic P52 IMU realignments
(every six to 15 hours depending how well the IRIG's are biased) until the
star tracker becomes available as a reference about the sun LOS vector.
Such requirements could impact crew activities and electrical power con-
sumables..
The coarse alignment uncertainties resulting from Technique B are due
primarily to two factors:
Am	
• The CSM/SWS cluster is not in the theoretical solar inertial at-
titude defined by matrix [REF/SI] during either the CDU angle
measurement period or the coarse alignment period. This condition
results from acquisition sun sensor and star tracker random errors
(null instabilities) and structural bending caused by time vary-
ing thermal gradients, crew motions, CMG torques, and waste dumps.
Long-term sensor-loop biases and structural deflections caused
by thermal gradients are eliminated by Technique B.
• The IMU alignment is generally degraded at the CDU mark time
because of IMU gyro drift rates. As a result, the CMC stored
REFSMMAT does not truly represent the CMC stable member orientation
in inertial space. The coarse align error due to this effect is
a function of the IRIG drift rates (10.03 degree per hour, la) and
the elapsed time between the optical IMU alignment and the CDU angle
measurement (V06N20'j, and, therefore, within limits can be controlled
by mission planning.
A third coarse align technique, applicable only to the second and
third AAP missions, was explored. The scheme, which, in effect, represents
a combination of Techniques A and B, was abandoned, however. The technique
is mentioned, nevertheless, since on the surface it appears attractive and
may likely occur to the reader. basically, the idea was to determine the
workshop transformation from solar , inertial to the MDA/CSM docking inter-
face using data obtained during the first AAP mission. Technique B would be
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used to provide an accurate determination of the transformation [SI/NB], and
the docking angle would be measured as in Technique A in order to provide an
estimate of the transformation from CSM navigation base coordinates to the
MDA/CSM docking interface.	 During the second and third AAP missions, an
initial estimate of [SI/NB] could then be computed using the measured docking
angle for that mission and the transformation from solar inertial to docking
interface computed from the first AAP mission data.
	
In such a mechanization
the uncertainities in the initial estimate of [SI/NB] result primarily from
the RSS of two sets of CSM docking angle and CSM docking ring to navigation
base errors.	 In Technique A the uncertainities in [SI/NB] result primarily
from the RSS of one set cf CSM docking angle and CSM docking ring to naviga-
tion bane errors and ATM to MDA errors. 	 Based upon present estimates of the
expected errors, Technique A is more accurate since ATM to MDA errors are
less than the CSM docking angle and CSM docking ring to navigation base
errors.	 Should the CSM docking angle determination uncertainties be signif-
icantly reduced (e.g., by the addition of a vernier scale and tighter docking
rinV alignment tolerances), a re-evaluation of this scheme might be justified.
4.3
	
Coarse Alignment Error Equations
4.3.1 Error Equations
Presented below for coarse alignment Techniques A and B are vector
equations for the coarse align error, ;NB , and the apparent star image
displacement in the sextant FOV, 4eFOV• These expressions were derived
using an error analysis technique described in the Appendix. Each of the
error sources that contribute to the coarse alignment error is defined
in detail in Section 4.3.2.
Technique A.:
;NB = ftR2  + tB3 + [MDA/NB] { EB2 - CMDA/ATM]T (tB ;! - tR 1(ca) )1
	
4'NBX
	
ER2X + E83X - EB2X - EBIY + ER1Y
1NB	 ''NBY	 -	 ER2Y + EB3Y + OA1 coso .+ W sino
	
i 'DNBZ	 ER2Z + EB3Z + OAl sino - M coso
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where: ore.
.	 ^	 Al m [EB1X - ER1X - EB2Z]
°A2 a [EB1 Z - ERi Z 4, EB2Y3
® a nominal indexing angle ( about 235 degrees) corrected
by the measured docking angle difference (e was assumed
to be 235 degrees for this study)
Table 4-1 presents a summary of the composite (total RSS) error sources
that contribute to the coarse alignment error. The coarse alignment error
BNB is expressed in the CSM navigation base coordinate system at coarse
alignment time. If the stable member is aligned such that the inertial
gimbal angles are zero, the vector represents the IMU misalignment as well.
The matrices [MDA/ATM] and [MDA/NB] represent, respectively, the nom-
inal transformation from MDA to ATM coordinates and from MDA to CSM navi-
gation base coordinates. These transformations were based upon data in
Figure 2-2 of Reference 2.
	
0 0 1	 -1	 0	 0
	
[MDA/ATM] _ -1 0 0	 [MDA/NB] a	 0 sine	 rose
0	 0 -1 0	 0 -rose	 sine
The apparent star image displacement in the sextant FOV is given by
the following expression:
©eFOV a 02 X + 02Y + sin 2oT [0 2Z - 02X + ( 0 2X - 0 2Y ) sin2oS.
+ ( (12A2 - °2 Al) (sin 2e sineS) (cos y coteT - sina cosoS)
+(°2A1 sin 20 + °2A2 Cos 2e ) sin2a cosoS c0teT1 
1/2
	
where the vector q	 cosy	 0	 -sina
	
'0Y 	 a	 0	 1	 0	 ;'NB
	
OZ 	 sina	 0	 cosy
The angle a represents the Euler rotation required to transform from
the CSM navigation base coordinates to the CSM sextant base coordinates.
The angle was assumed to be 32 degrees 21 arc -min for this study. The
angles oS and OT represent the sextant shaft and trunnion angles, respec-
AINk
	 that are required to position the sextant LOS at the desired star.
V1
n
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,'	 Table 4-1.	 NON-OPTICAL COARSE ALIGNMENT ERROR SOURCES
' Applicable
Composite Coarse Alignment	 Source of Iv(RSS_) Uncertaint(arc-ruin
Error Source Technique Uncertainty X-Axis` Axis s
tBI(ATM) Technique A ATM to MDA struc-
tural i nterface
tolerance build-
up; effective
thermal structur-
al bending bias 13:30 9.24 8.43
tB2(MDA) Technique A MDA to docking in-
terface structural
._..
tolerance build-up 4.61 1.41 1.41
tB3(NB) Technique A Docking uncertain-
ties; CSM naviga-
tion base to CSM
docking ring
structural inter-
face tolerance
build-up 27.57 13.42 13.42
tRl(ATM) Technique A Acquisition sun
and 8 sensors and star
tracker null ac-
curacy; transient
structural bend-
ing (thermal and
mechanical) 0.87 1.76 2.30
IR2( NB ) Technique A Inertial CDU
:.;	 4	 B quantization and
coarse alignment
t timing errors 0.41 0.41 0.41
tR3(NB) Technique 8 Optical IMU align-
ment error 0.49 0.47 0.52
tR4(NB) Technique 8 Navigation base
drift rate 1.8* 1.8* 1.8*
*Units: arc-min per hour
1	 10 1
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Technique E:
tNE ItR2 + tR3 + attR4 - [MDA/NR, [M'DA/ATM]T (rR1(m) - t,•R1(ca))
'ONOX
	
at ER4X
 + ER2X + ERN - aER1Y
.INR @	 ONRY B	 at ER4Y + ER2Y + ER3Y + aER1X coso + AER1Z sine
eNRZ	 at ER4Z + ER2Z + ER3Z + aER1X sine - ©ER1Z coso
where aERli a [ERli(m) - ERli(ca)]for i a X,Y,Z
The expression for the apparent star image displacement is given by
the following expression:
®®FOV a 1,02 X + 02Y + sin2eT [02Z - 02X + (02X - 0 2Y) sine®S
+(aE2RIZ - aEORiX)(sin2e sineS)(cosa coteT - sinacoseS)
+(aE2RlXsin2e + AVRlZcos 2e ) sin2acoseScoteT] 
/2
4.3.2 Error Sources
This section discusses the specific error sources that contribute
to the total coarse alignment uncertainty. The numerical estimates and
source of reference, where applicable, are presented for each error source.
When appropriate, additional comments regarding assumptions, limitations,
etc., are presented.
The vector tgl, expressed in ATM coordinates, represents the RSS
of 1) bias errors associated with structural interface tolerance build-
up from the sun sensor and star tracker mount to the MDA and, 2) with bending
• of the workshop structure from the ATM to the MDA as a result of thermal
gradients.
	 The data presented below wrrs generated as a part of the study
presented in Reference 3.(Those items identified by an asterisk were ob-
L taine,j verbally from the author of that reference.) 
a
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la Uncertainty (arc-min)
i
161 
i
Source of Uncertainty XATM YATM ZATM
ATM to MDA structural interface (no
star tracker) 12.58* 9.00 7.80
Star tracker interface tolerance rela-
tive to acquisition sun sensors 4.33* -- --
Effective thermal structural-bending bias 2_ 09 3.18
Total (RSS) Uncertainty (EB1X' EBly, EBld 13.30 9.24 8.43
The ATM to MJA structural interface tolerance build-up errors, which
were obtained from Reference 3, were generated using a Monte Carlo approach
(300 simulations). The Monte Carlo study was based on an assumed "typical
deployment-mechanism engineering design." The ATM to MDA structural in-
terface data actually represent the tolerance build-up from the ATM to
the experiment mount in the MDA window. The experiment mounting errors
were retained, however, in order to provide a hedge against uncertainties
resulting from an assumed deployment-mechanism.
0
The study presented in Reference 3 was not concerned with attitude
errors about the sun LOS. Thus, star tracker alignment tolerances relaI.Ave
to the acquisition sun sensors were not included. The maximum star tracker
to sun sensor alignment uncertainty is 7.5 arc-min. The error was assumed
to be uniformly distributed.
The structural bending due to thermal gradients was based upon a simple
beam analysis assuming linear thermal gradients. The effect of earth shine
was apparently neglected; hence, the estimates are conservative. The work-
shop structures analyzed include the sun sensor support assembly, ATM rack,
ATM deployment truss, and the MDA. The structural deflections were con-
sidered additive and the error distribution was assumed to be one-sided
and uniform. Deflections along the workshop longitudinal axis were consid-
ered negligible due to solar radiation symmetry. Command mndule struc-
tural deflections were considered to be negligible due to the double-wall
construction of the spacecraft. Structural bending due to thermal
gradients was approximated as a combination bias and random error ^in-
cl uded in ERl) •
r
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• The vector tB2 9
 expressed in MDA (or SWS) coordinates, represents
the MDA to Port No. 5 docking interface structural tolerance build-up
• errors.	 The data presented below were based upon tolerances from Figure 11
(Sheet 1 of 2) of Reference 4.
to Uncertainty (arc-min)
Source of Uncert.	a^	 XMDA
	 YMDA
	
ZMDA
Total (RSS) MDA to docking interface
structural tolerance build-up
(EB2X' EB2Y' EB2Z)	 4.61	 1.41	 1:41
Each interface tolerance was assumed to be unit emly distributed and the
expected (lo) values were combined using an RSS approach.
The vector tB3, expressed in navigation base coordinates, represents
the RSS of bias errors associated with docking uncertainties and with
structural interface tolerance build-up from the CSM navigation base to
® the docking interface.	 The data presented below were obtained from
Reference 5.
10 Uncertainty (arc-min)
Source of Uncertainty	 XNB
	
YNB	 ZNB
CSM navigation base to CSM axis structural
interface
	
10.00	 10.00	 10.00
CSM axis to CSM docking ring structural
interface
	 8.00	 8.00	 8.00
CSM to MDA docking ring alignment 	 --	 4.00	 4.00
CSM docking angle scale
	
18.60	 --	 --
MDA docking angle pointer
	 5.00	 -•	 --
Crew docking angle determination 	 -15.00	 --	 --
Total (RSS) Uncertainty (EB3X, EB3Y, EB3Z ) 	 27.57	 13.42	 13.42
The actual docking angle may differ from the nominal docking angle
by as much as ten degrees. Once hard docking takes place, however,A t is
assumed that no docking angle slippage occurs. Under these conditions,
it is possible to determine the docking angle to within about 0.41 degree.
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The vectors tRl(ca) and fR1(m)• expressed in ATM coordinates, each
represents the RSS of random (time varying) errors associated with sun
sensor and star tracker null instabilities, star tracker encoder errors,
and structural bending due to thermal gradients, crew motion disturbances,
CMG torques, and waste dumps. The data presented below were obtained from
Reference 3 and Reference 6.
to Uncertainty (arc-min)
Source of Uncertainty, 
	
XATM	 YATM	 ZATM
Acquisition sun sensor null accuracy	 --	 1.15	 1.15
Star tracker null accuracy
	
0.10	 W 4	 --
Star tracker gimbal angle readout
optical encoders
Thermal structural bending
Transient bending moments
	
0.76
Total (RSS) Uncertainty ( ER1X, ER1Y' ER1Z) 0.87
The star tracker null accuracy (10 arc-sec maximum, Reference 6) and
the two star tracker gimbal angle readout optical encoders (30 arc-sec
maximum, Reference 6) were assumed to be uniformly distributed. The ac-
quisition sun sensor null accuracy (2 arc-min maximum, Reference 3) was
assumed to be uniformly distributed. An implied assumption is that the sun
sensor null represents the only significant random error in the acquisition
sun sensor/CMG solar inertial attitude control loop.
The transient structural bending uncertainty represents the effects
of crew motion disturbances (worst case wall push-off), CMG torques, and
waste dumps. The errors were assumed to be normally distributed, and each
estimate includes a safety factor of two. No data was available for tran-
sient bending moments about the XATM axis (sun LOS) since the data was
obtained from Reference 3. This error was assumed to be the same as the
uncertainty about the ZATM axis due to similar structural symmetry.
The vector 42, expressed in navigation base coordinates, represents
the RSS of random errors resulting from inertial , CDU quantization (40 arc-
W 	 -
1.21	 1.84
0.56	 0.76
0.76	 2.30
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Psec maximum) and timing induced angular errors (25 arc-sec maximum) during
the coarse alignment. 	 The CDU quantization error was assumed to be uni-
formly distributed, and the timing error was assumed to be normally dis-
tributed.
lo Uncertainty (arc-min)
Source of Uncertainty xNB YNB ZNB
Inertial CDU quantization 0.38 0,38 0.38
Coarse align timing error 0.14 0.14 0.14
Total (RSS) Uncertainty (ER2X. ER2Y, ER2Z) 0.41 0.41 0.41
The vector tR3, expressed in navigation base coordinates, represents
the expected CSM navigation base alignment uncertainty (due to IMU mis-
alignments) following an optical alignment. This error source is applicable
only to Technique B. The optics and inertial CDU quantization errors were
assumed to be uniformly distributed.
la Uncertainty (arc-min)
Sour_ of Uncertainty
Inertial CDU quantization
Optics CDU quantization
Total (RSS) Uncertainty ( EM, ER3Y, ERW
xNB YNB ZNB
0.38 0.38 0.38
0.31 0.2_7_ 0_36
0.49 0.47 0.52
Distribution of the optics trunnion quantization error is dependent
upon the shaft angle. For this study it was assumed that the trunnion
quantization was distributed equally between the sextant base X and Y axes
(i.e., shaft angle s multiple of 45 degrees).
The error vector N. expressed in navigation base coordinates, rep-
resents the expected CSM navigation base drift rite due to uncompensated
IRIG drifts (0.03 degree per hour, la). The error source is applicable
only to Technique B. The nature of the problem is unaffected, but compu-
tational aspects were simplified by assuming the inertial gimbal angles
to be zero.
0
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la Uncertainty (arc-min/hr)
Source of Uncertainty 	 XNB	 YNB	 gNe
Total (RSS) navigation base drift rate
( ER4X* ER4Ye ER4Y)	 1.80	 1.80	 1.80
The scalar value at represents the elapsed time in hours from the optical
IMU alignment to the V06N20 angle measurement.
4.4 Numerical Results
Summarized below are the significant numerical results generated
during this study. The results are based upon the.formulations and
error sources presented in Section 4.3.
Technique As
The la (RSS) coarse alignment uncertainty about each axis, expressed
in CSM navigation base coordinates:
ONBX s 129.50 arc-min (tO.492 degree)
eNBY.0 *17.07 arc-min (tO.285 degree)
ONBZ ° t18.07 arc-min (tO.301 degree)
Total la (RSS) IMU coarse alignment uncertainty:
38.58 arc-min (0.643 degree)
Total 3a (RSS) IMU coarse ali gnment uncertainty:
115.73 arc-min (1.929 degrees)
Alignment accuracy (RSS) relative to optical IMU alignment:
1/44.75 as accurate
Total la (RSS) apparent star image shift in sextant FOV:
34.0 arc-min (0.567 degree)
Probability that star image will lie within sextant FOV*:
•	 0.888
Probability that star image will lie within a 2-degree FOV:
0.9998
* The total sextant FOV is 1.8 degrees. Thus, the maximum possible shift
is 0.90 degree (54 arc-min) if the star image is to remain in the sextant
FOV.
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Technique 9:
Unless otherwise noted, the following data assume an elapsed time
of (refer to Section 4.3)°of one hour. The to (RSS) coarse alignment
uncertainty about each axis, expressed in CSM navigation base coordinates:
oN9X m ±3.14 arc -min (tO.052 degree)
oNey ° t3.35 arc-min 40.066 degree)
ONgg o t2.86 arc-min (¢0.046 degree)
Total to (RSS) IMU coarse alignment uncertainty:
5.42 arc-min (0.091 degree)
Total 30 (RSS) TMU coarse alignment uncertainty:
16.32 arc-min (0.272 degree)
y_glig^nment accuracy ( RSS) relative to optical IMU alignment:
1/6.31 as accurate
Total to (RSS) apparent star image shift in sextant FOV:
4.76 arc-min WOO degree)
The probability that the star image will lie within the sextant FOV:
0.999 (at m 7 hours)
Figure 4-1 presents a plot of navigation base coarse alignment uncer-
tainities as a function of ;:lapsed time at. Figure 4-2 presents a plot of
star image displacement and probability of viewing star in the sextant FOV
as a function of elapsed time at.
It is interesting to note that the expected coarse align accuracy
provided by Technique 8 is equivalent to the stable member misalignment
(RSS) of an optically aligned IMU that has been permitted to drift at to
drift rates (0.03 degree per hour per axis) for 1.7 hours. Consequently,
the alignment accuracy resulting from Technique 5 is sufficient to provide
an inertial reference for earth resources experiments without requiring
a subsequent optical realignment (Refer to Reference 5 for a detailed dis-
cussion of earth resources experiments pointing accuracy requirements using
the IMU as an inertial reference). Although it has not been verified, it
is probable that coarse alignment provided by Technique 6 would be satis-
factory for a deorbit burn if the CSM optics were inoperative upon comple-
tion of an AAP mission.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
A CSM IMU coarse alignment can be performed satisfactorily whenever
the CSM/SWS cluster is referenced to the acquisition sun sensors and the
star tracker is available to monitor the inertial attitude about the sun 	 e
LOSO
Either Technique A or Technique b appear capable of supporting a P52
optical IMU realignment following the coarse alignment. That is, either
technique can generally position the stable member with sufficient accuracy
such that the star image will appear in the sextant FOV following auto-
optics during P52. Technique A can be expected to be -uccessful about
89 percent of the time. At this time, however, it is not possible to
predict whether or not an IMU realignment can be performed successfully
in those instances where the star image falls outside the sextant FOV.
On the other hand, Technique B virtually guarantees a successful optical
realignment every time (at the sacrifice of a somewhat more complec mechan-
ization).
In certain instances, coarse alignment Technique B may impact crew
activities for a limited period following docking. This results from
the necessity of maintaining a known CSM IMU inertial reference (via per-
iodic P52 optical IMU realignments) until the star tracker becomes avail-
able as an inertial reference about the sun LOS vector.
From a software implementation standpoint, both techniques are very
similar. Each technique requires a minimum of support from the flight
crew. Thus, either technique would appear satisfactory from a mechanization
point of view.
When periodic IMU alignments are required, however, coarse align
	 4
Technique B is preferable. That is, the actual tnflight coarse alignment
procedures are identical to those of Technique A, but the resultant IMU
alignment is roughly seven times more accurate (Note that COU angle measure-
ment (V06N20) is required only once during an AAP mission in order to compute
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the matrix [SI/NB]est• Once computed, this estimate may be used for each
computation of the desired coarse align CDU angles.) Specifically, with
regard to earth resources experiments, the coarse alignment resulting
from Technique g is sufficient to provide an inertial reference that is
capable of meeting earth resources experiment pointing accuracy require-
ments without subsequent optical realignments.
It should be pointed out that the above conclusions are valid only
so long as the data presented in Section 4.3 remain reasonably valid.
It should again be pointed out that the ATM to MDA structural interface
tolerance build-up, which includes ATM deployment errors, was based on the
most reasonable estimate available at the time of the analysis -- an as-
sumed " tyvical deployment mechar, ;m engineering design." Should the actual
ATM deployment error greatly exceed that assumed in this analysis (some-
what less than 0.1 degree), Technique A would appear less fd°:irable. On
the other hand, if docking uncertainties could be minimized, Technique
A would appear more favorable.
'. 
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•6. FUTURE STUDIES
The analysis presented in this report assumes the availablility of
the acquisition sun sensors and star tracker whenever a coarse alignment
is required. Should the star tracker be inoperative (due to earth occul-
tation, for example), the results presented in the preceding sections would
no longer be applicable. It is not presently known to what extent the star
tracker will be available as an inertial reference about the sun LOS.
It is recommended, therefore, that a study be considered to deter"nine
if this constraint represents a significant problem in relation to coarse
alignment capability.
If either or both of the non-optical coarse alignment techniques are
adopted as an AAP mission capability, it is recommended tfrat l ltldy' Ve _ y
conducted to generate a set of detailed mechanization requirements that
could serve as a basis for software implementation.0
Another study of importance involves a re-evaluation of coarse align-
ment schemes assuming that the matrix [SI/NB]est has been accurately deter-
mined at some previous time using Technique B. Operating under this assump-
iion, it may be possible to perform satisfactory coarse alignments (i.e.,
visible star image in the sextant FOW) whether or not the star tracker
and/or the acquisition sun sensors are available. If so, the operational
restrictions on coarse alignment activities may be significantly reduced.
Should revised estimates of the error sources defined in Section
4.3.2 become available (particularly, the docking uncertainties and the
ATM to MDA structural interface tolerance !)uil&up), the numerical results
should be updated in order to ensure that the conclusions remain valid.
a
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•	 APPENDIX
This appendix presents the development of the expressions for ;NB
and oeFOV used in evaluating coarse alignment Techniques A and B. The
expressions for ;NB and 40FOV as presented in Section 4.3.1 of this report
were derived from the following equations, which are valid for either
coarse alignment Technique A o^- B:
INB s 142+1 /21 01
 ^,:V'l)+02*V'2)+03*V'3)1
®eFOV s 11LOS*0SBI
where tR2
	
Navigation base alignment errors resulting from CDU quanti-
zation and timing errors during the actual positioning of
the IMU.
11 ,12 ,13	 Column vectors of the actual transformation from theoretical
solar inertial (as defined by star tracker measurement and
ephemeris data) to CSM navigation base coordinates at the
time of the coarse alignment.
1'1,1'2,1'3: Column vectors of the estimated transformation from theore-
tical solar inertial to CSM navigation base coordinates
®	 (i.e., [SI/NB]esl); the values of these vectors are dependent
on the coarse alignment technique.
VLOS: Star LOS vector expressed in sextant base coordinates.
tSB: Coarse alignment error expressed in sextant base coordinates.
Presented below for each coarse alignment technique is a development of
the vectors defined above (excluding tR2).
At any time "t", the expression far the transformation from theore-
tical solar inertial attitude to CSM navigation base coordinates is.given
by [SI/NB]t = [11,1129b1t = [M6][M5][M4][M3]T [M2]T [M1 ]t
where each matrix is defined in Table A-1. Performing the indicated matrix
multiplications and neglecting second-order effects, one obtains:
V1X	 EB1Z - ER1Z + E82Y - EB3Zcoso + EB3Ysin0
1	 VlY
	
-	 -cose + [EB1Y-ER1Y4B2X-EB3X] sine
Ask	 VIZ	 -sine - [EB1Y-ERIY+EB2X- FB3X1 sine
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A-3
9o^
vax
12 °	 Vzv	 •
.	 vaz
Y3x
13 °	 V3Y
V3I
1
-EB3Z+[EB1Z-ERIZ+EB2Y]cose
 -[EB1X-ERIX-EB2Z]Sine
EB3Y+[EB1Z-ERIZ+EB2Y]sine +[EB1X-ERIX-EB2Z]cose
-EBIX + ERIX + EB2Z - EB3Zcose - EB3Ysine
-sine - [EB1Y-ERIY+EB2X-EB3X] core
cose - [EB1Y-ERIY+EB2X-EB3X] sine
t'
Coarse alignment Technique A assumed 1) no A(M sensor errors are pre-
sent at a coarse alignment, and 2) nominal transformations at each structural
interface. As a result,
[SI/NB]est °^'1.'2.^'3]A ° [M5][M2]T
Performing the indicated matrix operations one obtains for Technique A:
0	 1	 0
-cose	 V'2	 0	 V3	 -sine
-sine	 0	 cose
For Technique B only, an expression can be developed„ which relates
the computed estimate of [SI/NB]e
st to the actual matrix [SI/NB]t at the
time of the measurement.
Let [REFSMMAT]t a [M8]t[M7]t [REFSMMAT]
where matrices [M7]t and [Mg]t are defined in Table A-1.
From Section 4.2, we observe that
[SI/NB]est a [SMNB][REFSMMAT][REF/SI]T
Similarly, [SI /NB]t a [SMNB][REFSMMAT]t[REF/SI]T
[ST/NB]t = [SMNB][M8]t[M7]t[REFSMMAT][REF/SI]T
Manipulating the above matrix equation, one ibtains
[REFSMMAT][REF/SI]T a [M7]tT[M8]tT[SMNB]T[SI/NB]t
Substituting the results into the expression for [SI/NB]eSt, one obtains
[SI/NB]est a [SMNB][MI]tT[Mg]tT[SMNB]T[SI/NB]t
Assuming the inertial gimbal angles are zero, the matrix [SMNB] degenerates
to an identity matrix and one obtains
A-4
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u,	 d
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[SI/NB]est ° [V'19V'29V'3]8 S [M7]tT[%]tT[SI/NB]t.
Performing the indicated matrix multiplications and neglecting second-order
effects, one obtains
V1X	 CER3Z + ER4Zat3 core	 - CER3Y+ER4Y®t]sine
V1Y + [ER3X + ER4Xot] sine
VIZ - [ER3X + ER4Xat] core'
V2X
11 2 	 V2Y + ERR + EP4ZAt
V2Z - ER3Y - ER4Yat
VU + CER3Z+ER4ZAt] sine	 + CER3Y+ER4Y©t] cose
^3 °	 V3Y - CER3X+ER4Xot] coso
V3Z	 CER3X+ER4X©t] sine
Since the matrices	 [SI/NB]est and [SI/NB]tca are expressible in terms
of those error sources which contribute to coarse alignment uncertainties, a:
one may use the vector cross (outer) product to determine the angular mis-
alignment between respective columns (or rows). 	 By operating on the cor-
responding column vectors, each misalignment vector is directly expressible
in the CSM navigation base coordinate system (at coarse alignment).
Assuming small angle approximations (e u sine), the corresponding components
. of each error may then be summed. 	 The resultant coarse align error about
each navigation base axis is one-half the magnitude of the total misalignment
vector along that axis.
	
(Figure A-1 illustrates this condition for the
special case where an angular error is present about one axis only.)
In order to determine the total CSM navigation base alignment uncertainty,
one must add the error source tR2
	
to the resultant misalignment vector
isdetermined using the above approach. 	 The resulting expression of 	
then	
;NB s
	 tR2 + 1/2[(11*11'1) + (12*11 2 ) + (13*1'3)1
A•5
s
v,	 a
	
<,	 e
s
.^	 y 1
Va*Va
♦ not
V3 0 V 3
V1*VI
K
0 (ANGULAR ERROR)
moo
moo
	
V 
J
Va
	V	 ASSUME V^, 1^a, V AND' , V , V
	
^	 3	 1	 a	 3ARE ALL UNIT VECTORS. THEN,
(sin 0) K st f K
-0 ..
	
...V * V=	 (sin 0) .- Ka	 aV3
 * v^3 =0
THUS,
0 lea (V1 *V^ ) + moo	 )+ 	 da	 3	 3
Figure A-1. Coarse Align Error about One Axis
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Performing the indicated operations, one obtains the following results
(Refer to Section 4.3 for definition of the variables):
Technique A:
NB ®ItR2 + tB3 + [MDA/NB] 42 - [MDA/ATM]T (tB1 - ER1(ca))}
'ONBX
	
ER2X + EB3X - EB2X - EB1Y + ER1Y
tNB °
	
'`NBY	 ER2Y + EB3Y + ®Al
cose + Wsine
mNDZ
	
ER2Z + EB3Z + W sine - Wcose
where:	 OAl a [ EB1X - ER1X - EB2Z3
®A2 
a [EB1Z - ER1Z + EB2y]
Technique,  B :
;NB 
0 
R2 + tR3 + attR4 - [MDA/NB][MDA/ATM] T 41(m) - 41(ca))j
mNBX
	
atER4X + ER2X + ER3X - ®ERly
tNB °	 @NBY
	
s	 atEMY + ER2Y + ER3Y + AER1XCOse + aERlZsine
ONBZ	 atER4Z ± ER2Z + ER3Z + aERlXsine - aERlZcose
where aERli s CERli(m) - ER1i(ca)] for i s X,Y,Z
Assuming small approximations (ezsine), an expression was derived for
the apparent star image displacement in the sextant FOV following P52
auto optics positioning of the sextant:
aeFOV 2 11LOS* VSXT)
The vector WLOS represents the sextant LOS expressed in CSM sextant base
eoorc li "atwag
S i no- T COses
LOS	 sinOT sineS
coseT	 SB
Vaere a  s Sextant trunnion angle
GS a Sextant shaft angle
A-7
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P
The vector ISXT
coordinates:
represents the sextant LOS expressed in sextant base
VSXT ° unit(ILOS + tSB)
k
The vector tSB represents the coarse alignment uncertainty, expressed in
CSM sextant base coordinates:
	
OX 	 Cosa	 O	 -sins
	
to ° 0Y
	
0	 1	 O	 tNB
	
OZ	 sins	 0	 Cosa
where a was assumed to be 32 degrees, 31 arc-min for this study. An
approximate expression for the vector JSXT is developed below:
JSXT ° unit ( `LOS + tSB)
V
SXT ° VLOS + tSB
I LOSTSB 
But IVLOS + tSBI z 11+210SBI Is ineT]' /2 .1 ' since IOSBI "I*
Thus, VSXT rs IkOS + tSB
Hence, ®eFOV 9 IILOS*ISXTI
a®FOV " IILOS*(VLOS+ tSB)I
®eFOV 2 i ( LOS*ILOS)+(ILOS*0SB ) I
b®FOV . IVLOABI
Performing the indicated operations, one obtains the following results:
Technique A:
A0FOV ° 1102X + 02Y + sin2ST [02Z - 02X + (02X - 02Y) sin2eS
+( 02A2 - 02A1)(sin2oi sineS)(cosa coteT - sinx cosoS)
+(02A1sin2e + 02A2 cos2e) sin2a coseS coteT] 1/2
Technique B:
W
©oFOV ° 02X + 02Y + sin2eT [02Z - 02X +(0 2X - 0 2Y) sin2eS
+(AE2R1Z - ©E2R1X)(sin2e sinoS)(cosa coteT - sinacoseS)
.	 2
+(,&E2R1XsinZo + aE^RlZcos o) sin2acosogcoteT]^.
12/
oar echni^flu^, error resultirog from this approximation is about 10 arc-sec.
A-8
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